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A review on recent experiments on figural face aftereffects reveals that adaptation effects
in famous faces can last for hours up to days. Such adaptations seem to be highly reliable
regarding test–retest designs as well as regarding the generalizability of adaptation across
different adaptation routines and adaptations toward different kinds of facial properties.
However, in the studies conducted so far, adaptation and the subsequent test phase were
carried out in typical laboratory environments. Under these circumstances, it cannot be
ruled out that the observed effects are, in fact, episodic learn–test compatibility effects.To
test for ecological validity in adaptation effects we used an adaptation paradigm including
environmental and social properties that differed between adaptation and test phase. With
matched samples (n1 = n2 = 54) we found no main effects of experimental setting compat-
ibility resulting from varying where the tests where conducted (environmental condition)
nor any interaction with effects of stimulus compatibility resulting from varying stimulus
similarity between adaptation and test phase using the same picture, different pictures
of the same person, or different persons (transfer). This indicates that these adaptation
effects are not artificial or merely lab-biased effects. Adaptation to face stimuli may docu-
ment representational adaptations and tuning mechanisms that integrate new visual input
in a very fast, reliable, and sustainable way.
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INTRODUCTION
Adaptation is a continuous process that enables us to tune our
cognitive apparatus to new, changing, and dynamic aspects of our
external world. It takes effect across sense modalities in lower as
well as higher areas of sensory processing by changing the fir-
ing patterns in neural populations that are sensitive to a given
adaptive stimulus. In visual perception, for instance, exposure to
color or motion direction shapes the perception of these features
in subsequent neutral (i.e., achromatic or stationary, respectively)
stimuli in a way that corresponds to a shift in baseline induced by
adaptation.

Experimental research in recent years tells us that adaptation
effects in the domain of faces are reliable (Rhodes et al., 2003),
show robustness against many experimental variables such as size,
orientation, and affine distortions (for an overview see Webster
and Macleod, 2011) and are also sustainable (Carbon and Ditye,
2011). Carbon and colleagues have shown that adaptation toward
distorted familiar faces can last up to 80 min (Carbon and Leder,
2006), several days (Carbon et al., 2007), or even 1 week (Carbon
and Ditye, 2011), indicating instant and robust changes of the
cognitive representation toward newly incoming visual informa-
tion. In these studies,participants adapted to configurally distorted
faces and were later asked to pick the veridical versions of these
faces from of a sequence of different versions with varying distor-
tions. After adaptation, the perceived veridical version was shifted
toward the adapting distortion.

These long-term adaptation paradigms included an adapta-
tion block, during which a number of manipulated faces were
shown for multiple trials, followed by a delay period of hours
or even days, and a subsequent test session. In contrast, in most
studies looking at immediate (i.e., short-term) adaptation effects,
the adaptation face was immediately followed by a test face, thus
measuring aftereffects on a trial-by-trial basis rather than block-
by-block. The question has been raised if long-term adaptation
effects are the result of neural mechanisms that are similar to
those of short-term adaptation as some of the reported effects
could be also explained by generic effects of episodic memory
adjustments. Perception might be temporarily biased as a spe-
cific test situation – the laboratory – provides reliable cues for
episodic memory. Tulving defined episodic memory as a mem-
ory system that “receives and stores information about temporally
dated episodes or events, and temporal–spatial relations among
these events. . .[which] is always stored in terms of its autobio-
graphical reference. . .” (Tulving, 1972, p. 385). On the basis of
this original definition we could assume that the typical setting
of face adaptation studies conducted under strict experimen-
tal conditions in laboratories (see Table 1 for a list of example
laboratory based face adaptation studies) with reliable environ-
mental, situational, and social settings induce strong episodic
memory traces during the adaptation phase that might be re-
activated when the participants are tested for supposed adaptation
effects.
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If adaptation effects are primarily based on such episodic
effects, then adaptation effects should decrease or be absent
when environmental, situational, and social factors vary or change
between adaptation and test phase.

THE PRESENT STUDY
In the present study, we tested the ecological validity of sustained
face adaptation effects. Therefore, the environmental, situational,
and social factors were set very differently in the adaptation phase
and the test phase (environmental condition). The phases were
separated by an extensive delay of at least 7 days. Test included the
same pictures that were used for adaptation (picture) plus different
pictures of the same persons (identity), and pictures of completely

Table 1 | Lab-based studies on face adaptation.

Study Transfer Delay

Webster and Maclin (1999) None n/a

Leopold et al. (2001) Anti-faces, position, size 150, 300,

600, 1200,

2400 ms

Rhodes et al. (2003) Orientation 500 ms

Webster et al. (2004) Gender, ethnicity,

expression

250 ms

Carbon and Leder (2005) None 4 s, 5 min

Kovacs et al. (2005) Retinal position 500 ms

Little et al. (2005) Different faces; gender n/a

Leopold et al. (2005) Anti-faces n/a

Carbon and Leder (2006) None 80 min

Carbon et al. (2007) Different pictures/

different persons

5 min, 24 h

Fang et al. (2007) Different faces; inverted

faces

1 s

Rhodes et al. (2007) Anti-faces, size 1000 ms

Kloth and Schweinberger (2008) Size 7 min

Barrett and O’Toole (2009) Age-groups 100 ms

Hills et al. (2010) Imagery/perception 5 s

Carbon and Ditye (2011) Different pictures/

different persons

24 h, 7 days

Hole (2011) Upside-down; stretched ≤2 min

Overview of a selection of lab-based empirical studies on face adaptation in

chronological order systematizing the transfer conditions between adaptation and

test (“transfer”) and the documented duration of the adaptation effects.

new faces (novel). The test for such transfer effects can add rele-
vant information about the hierarchal locus of adaptation effects
in face perception. While transfer of distortion effects across iden-
tities have been shown before (Webster and Maclin, 1999; Carbon
et al., 2007; Carbon and Ditye, 2011), face identity aftereffects have
shown to be highly dependent on viewpoint (Benton et al., 2006).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
One hundred and eight undergraduate students (92 female; mean
age: 22.6 years, range: 18–43) took part on a volunteer basis. Par-
ticipants were naïve to the purpose of the experiment and had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision, as assessed by the Snellen-
Eye chart vision test. Participants were assigned to one of two levels
of the environmental condition factor: half of the participants (43
female; mean age: 22.6 years, range: 18–43) to the formal experi-
mental laboratory setting (same), the other half (49 female; mean
age: 22.6 years, range: 18–37) to the informal leisure room setting
(different). Groups were matched according to participants’ age.

APPARATUS AND STIMULI
We used two different high-quality photo-portraits (images A and
B) of 27 celebrities (frontal view; 220 × 240 pixels) who were well
known to the participants (pop stars, politicians, super models,
sportsmen: Pamela Anderson, Franz Beckenbauer, Boris Becker,
Pierce Brosnan, George W. Bush, Nicholas Cage, Bill Clinton,
George Clooney, Cindy Crawford, Tom Cruise, Princess Diana,
Cameron Diaz, Verona Feldbusch, Thomas Gottschalk, Oliver
Kahn, Nicole Kidman, Helmut Kohl, Madonna, Angela Merkel,
Jack Nicholson, Brad Pitt, Julia Roberts, Claudia Schiffer, Ger-
hard Schröder,Michael Schumacher,Arnold Schwarzenegger,Rudi
Völler). For the adaptation phase we attempted to create effective
adaptors to achieve a strong adaptation effect. Following the advice
of Carbon et al. (2007), we decided to create different versions of
the original portraits by generating strong configural distortions:
We gradually compressed or extended the distances between the
eyes and the mouth for each picture by an amount of approxi-
mately 20 pixels (Figure 1). Each celebrity was randomly allocated
to one of three stimulus sets (consisting of nine celebrities) that
corresponded to the three levels of the factor transfer : picture, iden-
tity, and novel. The experiment was controlled by the experimental
software PsyScope X B.46 (Cohen et al., 1993). In the test phase the
original images and variants of these were used with eyes–mouth
distances compressed or extended by 4 pixels (versions −1 and
+1).

FIGURE 1 | Illustration of the stimulus continuum with the original face in the center (0), the adapting stimuli at the far ends (−5 and +5), and the test

stimuli in between (−2 and +2).
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For all participants the adaptation phase was carried out in the
formal experimental laboratory setting. In this condition the pro-
gram was run on a 17′′ eMac desktop computer with completely
white coating equipped with a white mouse and a white keyboard.
The room was a laboratory explicitly signed as an “experimental
lab” equipped with four testing cubicles, in which up to four indi-
viduals were tested in parallel. The walls, the cubicles, and the tables
were also of white color; the windowless room was illuminated by
artificial light of neon lamps. The experimenter gave instructions
in an emphasized clear tone asking for strict obedience and an
absolutely silent atmosphere. Making all these arrangements, we
attempted to induce a strong laboratory atmosphere.

For the test phase, participants in the informal leisure room set-
ting were invited to a leisure room of the department, situated
in a different wing from the previously described lab, with a sofa
placed at the window and a palm tree beside. The participants were
invited to the room more like a guest than a participant. They were
tested individually while personnel of the department were com-
municating with each other about different topics of social life
not linked with the experiment. The test equipment consisted of
a silver PowerBook 17′′ laptop which the participants had to place
on their lap in a very informal way. A very kind person in charge,
different from the experimenter in the adaptation phase, provided
pieces of instructions not explicitly asking for silence, obedience,
or strict conduction of the experiment.

Participants in the control group under the formal experimen-
tal laboratory setting, in contrast, found the same environmental,
situational, and social properties as in the adaptation phase.

As the adaptation phase was always conducted in the formal
experimental laboratory setting, but the test phase took place either
in the laboratory or the leisure setting, we will term the main
experimental variable episodic compatibility with the two levels
laboratory (fixed settings) and ecological (variable settings).

PROCEDURE
The experiment consisted of three phases: adaptation, delay,
and test.

Adaptation phase
During the adaptation phase, participants were tested in the formal
experimental laboratory setting. One third of them were exposed
to the strongly compressed versions (−5), the original versions
(0), or the strongly extended versions (+5) of celebrity faces,
respectively. Faces assigned to the different compression sets were
counterbalanced across participants. Further, participants were
exposed either to image A or image B of a particular individual
(see Figure 2).

The pictures assigned to the third stimulus set were not shown
during adaptation. Each picture was presented 15 times during the
adaptation phase fully randomized in order in five different screen
positions for three different presentation durations: 2, 3, or 4 s. The
unpredictability of presentation positions and durations aimed to
exclude specific retinal effects and to ensure cognitive challenging
characteristics of the task. Stimulus presentation was preceded by
a sequence starting with a fixation cross (500 ms) in the center of
the target position, followed by a rectangular frame (200 ms) used
to guide participants’ attention. After each stimulus presentation,

FIGURE 2 | Illustration of the three stimulus compatibility conditions

(between adaptation and test phase): picture with same pictures of

the same person (e.g., face picture 1A and 1A), identity with different

pictures of the same person (e.g., 1A and 1B), and novel with pictures

of different persons (e.g., 1A and 2A).

participants were requested to do a gender-decision cover task
that demanded to decide what gender the stimulus belonged to as
quickly as possible after it had disappeared.

Delay phase
Adaptation and test phase were separated by an interval that was at
least 7 days long (mean delay: 7.1 days, range: 7–10 days). During
this time, participants did not return to the lab and no specific
instructions were given.

Test phase
After the delay phase, the participants had to select the veridical
face out of two versions of each face (two AFC task; original vs.
−2, and original vs. +2). As in Carbon et al. (2007), we explicitly
instructed the participants to base their decisions on their world
knowledge (images known from TV/media/movies), and not on
any images they had seen in the experimental context before. We
also did not refer to any point of the previous adaptation phase
conducted in the formal experimental laboratory setting. The par-
ticipants had to reply to the question“Which is the veridical version
of the face?” In each trial, either the slightly compressed version
(−2) or the slightly extended version (+2) was presented side by
side with the original one (0). Each celebrity was shown four times
with the various versions appearing in different, randomized loca-
tions (original left/compressed right; original right/compressed left;
original left/extended right; original right/extended left ).

In order to test the generalization of possible adaptation effects,
the within-subject factor stimulus compatibility was manipulated
on three levels: In the case of the celebrities included in the first
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stimulus set, participants were tested with exactly the same picture
that had been used for adaptation (picture). For the celebrities in
the second stimulus set, the alternative image of the same indi-
vidual was used for testing (identity). Additionally, the test phase
included one image (A or B) of each celebrity out of the third
stimulus set that had not been shown during adaptation (novel).

Importantly, participants in the laboratory group were tested in
the same environmental, situational, and social context as in the
adaptation phase, whereas participants in the ecological group were
invited in a very informal way to the informal leisure room test set-
ting where the context was massively changed between adaptation
and test phase.

RESULTS
The analyzed dependent variable was chosen target, a variable with
a definition range between −1 and +1, corresponding to con-
stantly selecting the relatively compressed (i.e., versions −2 or 0)
or relatively extended (i.e., versions +2 or 0) versions, respectively,
while the value 0 means that on average participants have chosen
the original face configuration. Chosen target was determined by
the mean selections of each participant. Selections were scored
according to their picture version: a score of −2 was used for −2
versions, 0 for 0, and +2 for +2).

A three-way mixed-design analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
calculated with the two between-subjects factors episodic compati-
bility (ecological: change of the episodic activation between adap-
tation and test phase from lab setting to leisure context; laboratory :
no change of the episodic activation, both phases conducted in lab
setting) and adaptation (−5 = strongly compressed, 0 = original,
+5 = strongly extended adaptors) and the within-subject factor
stimulus compatibility (levels picture, identity, novel).

The only significant main effect we found was for
adaptation, F(2,102) = 23.6, p < 0.0001, η2

p = 0.316, with
M−5 = −0.143, M original = 0.003, and M+5 = 0.151 (Bonferroni-
corrected post hoc comparisons revealed significant differences
between all possible pairs, ps < 0.0001). This demonstrates reliable
and specific adaptation effects that were still observable after
7 days. The only further significant effect was the interaction
between adaptation and stimulus compatibility, F(4,204) = 7.2,
p < 0.0001, η2

p = 0.124, indicating differential amounts of
adaptation for the different degrees of stimulus compatibility.
Although adaptation was strongest for stimulus compatibility
picture, F(2,102) = 25.6, p < 0.0001, η2

p = 0.334, followed by

stimulus compatibility identity, F(2,102) = 19.8, p < 0.0001, η2
p =

0.279, the simple main effect of adaptation for condition novel
was still significant, F(2,102) = 6.3, p = 0.0028, η2

p = 0.109. Most
importantly, we didn’t find any effect of environmental condition
(see Figure 3) – neither a main effect nor an interaction, ps > 0.298
(see Figures 3 and 4).

Participants, who adapted to the original versions of the faces,
did not show any perceptual biases in either direction.

DISCUSSION
As documented previously, incidental perception of geometrically
distorted depictions of famous faces presented during a gender-
decision task lead to sustained adaptation effects (Webster and
Macleod, 2011). Adaptation was strongest when participants had

FIGURE 3 | Overall adaptation effect for the two episodic

compatibility conditions ecological (leisure condition in the test

phase; red dotted line) and laboratory (laboratory condition in the

test phase; black solid line). Three kinds of adaptors were used
varied across groups: −5 (participants adapted to strongly compressed
versions of the faces), 0 (participants adapted to the original faces),
and 5 (participants adapted to strongly extended versions). The
average distortion value of the selected faces during test served as the
dependent variable (Chosen target; y -axis). See Section “Results” for
details.

to evaluate the veridicality of celebrities’ depictions that they had
already seen in the adaptation phase (stimulus compatibility pic-
ture), followed by different depictions of the same celebrities
(identity), and depictions of celebrities that had not yet appeared
within the experimental context (novel). Thus, even the veridi-
cality decision on faces that had not been perceived in distorted
versions during the adaptation phase of the experiment was sys-
tematically biased indicating adaptation effects being in action in
at least three ways: (1) picture-specific effects, demonstrated by
stronger effects for condition picture compared to identity, (2)
identity-specific effects, demonstrated by stronger effects for con-
ditions picture and identity compared to novel, and (3) general
adaptation effects, demonstrated by significant effects for condi-
tion novel. This finding is compatible with the results of Carbon
et al. (2007) who used a different test paradigm with a 1-out-of-11
face-selection task.

The overall adaptation effects still being active after seven or
more days might be an indication of effects caused by perma-
nent shifts and tuning of the cognitive representations of faces
(cf. Carbon and Ditye, 2011). Integrating new visual information
in already existing representations is a core mechanism in order
to recognize and discriminate effectively between face exemplars.
We suggest a continuous normalization process that is in place
to tune face-selective neural systems and thus maximize their
sensitivity range. A similar mechanism has been shown in the
domain of color-adaptation (Vul et al., 2008). Two aspects of our
results are compatible with the assumption that a general tun-
ing mechanism modifies the whole facial representation system
toward recently encountered, and highly distinctive, visual infor-
mation (Rhodes et al., 2003): First, adaptation effects were still
existent after 1 week, and, second, we have found general adapta-
tion effects documented by the stimulus compatibility condition
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FIGURE 4 | Adaptation effects for the stimulus compatibility

conditions picture (same depiction of the same persons in the

adaptation and test phase), identity (different depictions of the same

persons), and novel (depictions of different persons), split by the

episodic compatibility conditions ecological (red dotted line) and

laboratory (black solid line).

novel. This interpretation is also compatible with recent findings
concerning adaptation effects of aesthetic appreciation found in
the domains of artworks (Carbon, 2011) and of product design, for
instance for cars (Carbon, 2010) and chairs (Faerber et al., 2010).

Most importantly with respect to the aim of this paper, even
1 week after adaptation, the directed effects on face veridicality
decisions were not limited to typical, highly artificial laboratory
environments. They also transferred to a test setting that was very
different from the adaptation setting. Our findings also support
the results of a recent study showing that the size of face adaptation
effects is a function of adaptation duration (Strobach et al., 2011).
On these grounds we suggest to exclude simple episodic learning
effects sensu Tulving’s (1972) definition as the major explanation
for these adaptations. Instead, we favor the idea of adaptation
effects being based on the systematic tuning and deflection of the

whole face space (Valentine, 2001). According to these models,
every face in the face space is coded by its deviation from one or
more general face norms, which are abstracted from all faces ever
encountered. This view is also in line with studies on facial attrac-
tiveness (Valentine et al., 2004) and the explanation of systematic
changes of aesthetic appreciation given by Faerber and Carbon
(2010).
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